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Abstract: We investigate the applicability of temporal multiplexing using four-wave mixing
Bragg scattering for quantum frequency conversion. Various pump shapes are considered and
we find that a large selectivity is possible for all the pump shapes.
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In quantum communication systems it is paramount to be able to manipulate the temporal shape as well as the fre-
quency of the states, without destroying their other quantum properties [1]. One application is to convert the temporally
wide states emitted from quantum memories to temporally shorter wavepackets for efficient transmission over optical
fibers [2]. The first proposal for quantum frequency conversion was based on three-wave mixing (TWM) in optical
crystals [3]. Another solution is four-wave mixing (FWM) in the form of Bragg scattering (BS), where two strong
pumps p and q interact with a signal s and an idler r, such that ωp +ωs = ωr +ωq [4]. Recently, there has been an
increasing interest in using TWM for temporal multiplexing [5], and in this paper we look at the applicability of FWM
BS for this purpose. FWM by BS is described by the coupled mode equations

(∂z +βr∂t)Ar(z, t) = iγA∗q(z, t)Ap(z, t)As(z, t), (∂z +βs∂t)As(z, t) = iγAq(z, t)A∗p(z, t)Ar(z, t), (1)

where ∂z and ∂t are the partial derivatives with respect to distance and time, respectively, Ap and Aq are the pump-
shapes of pumps p and q, respectively, Ar and As are the shapes of the idler and signal, respectively, and γ is the
nonlinear coefficient, which is proportional to γK, the Kerr nonlinearity. Finally βr and βs are the inverse group speeds
of the idler and signal, respectively. The solutions are described by the Green function (GF) formalism

Ar(l, t) =
∫

∞

−∞

Grr(t; t ′)Ar(0, t ′)dt ′+
∫

∞

−∞

Grs(t; t ′)As(0, t ′)dt ′, (2)

where we in this article assume that Ar(0, t ′) = 0 and we denote t and t ′ the output and input times, respectively.
Assuming that pump p co-propagates with the signal and pump q co-propagates with the idler one finds the solution [6]

Grs(t; t ′) = iγ̄A∗q(t−βrl)J0{2γ̄[ξ (t, t ′)η(t, t ′)]1/2}Ap(t ′)H(t ′+βrl− t)H(t− t ′−βsl), (3)

Gsr(t; t ′) = iγ̄A∗p(t−βsl)J0{2γ̄[ξ (t, t ′)η(t, t ′)]1/2}Aq(t ′)H(t ′+βrl− t)H(t− t ′−βsl), (4)

where γ̄ = γ/βrs = γ/(βr−βs), l is the length of the fiber, J0 is the Bessel function of zeroth order, H is the Heaviside
step function, and the normalized ,,distances” are defined as ξ (t, t ′)≡

∫ t ′
t−βrl |Aq(s)|2ds and η(t, t ′)≡

∫ t−βsl
t ′ |Ap(s)|2 ds.

To better understand the properties of the Green function (GF) and to investigate its applicability as a tool for mode
selectivity we introduce the singular value (Schmidt) decomposition [7] and the selectivity parameter S

Grs(t; t ′) =
∞

∑
n=0

vn(t)λ
1/2
n u∗n(t

′), S≡ |λ0|2

∑
∞
n=0 |λn|

≤ 1 (5)

where vn and un are the output and input modes, respectively, which comprise orthonormal sets individually, and λ
1/2
n

are the Schmidt coefficients, the squares of which are the mode conversion probabilities. One interesting limit is the
case where the Schmidt decomposition only contains one term, in which case the GF is separable (free of temporal
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Fig. 1: Results for a Hermite–Gaussian pump of first order (p) and a zeroth order pump (q) with the fiber length
β l/τ = 4 and γ̄ = 0.75, where l is the fiber length and τ is the width of the pumps. The absolute value of Grs is shown
in (a), (b) shows the first ten Schmidt coefficients, and (c) shows the first (solid) and the second (dashed) input (black)
and output (gray) Schmidt modes.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Selectivity (solid) and separability (dashed) as functions of the ratio of the two pump-widths τp/τq for
β l/τq = 4 and γ̄ = 1. (b) The selectivity as a function of the strength parameter for Hermite–Gaussian pumps of zeroth
(solid), first (dashed), and second (dashed-dotted) order for β l/τ = 4.

entanglement). The degree of separability is described by the separability factor S/|λ0|, and it is easily seen that the
separability is unity for a separable GF. The advantage of the selectivity parameter is that it also describes the strength
of the conversion of the fundamental mode, which is important for temporal mode selectivity.

The shapes of the GFs are rather complicated and in the rest of the article we study the GFs as well as their Schmidt
decompositions numerically. First, we consider a Hermite–Gaussian pump of first order (p) and zeroth order (q) for
the strength parameter γ̄ = 0.75 and βr = −βs = β , see Fig. 1. In Fig. 1a the absolute value of Grs is plotted, where
the white lines bound the area where the step functions are nonzero, and with the Schmidt coefficients in Fig. 1b
which in this case gives us S = 0.43. Finally, from Fig. 1c we see that with these pump choices the system accepts a
Hermite–Gaussian of first-order but outputs a zeroth-order mode, in other words BS allows us to accept an arbitrary
input signal and change the temporal shape of the idler as we see fit.

For temporal mode selectivity we are interested in as large a selectivity as possible, hence we now focus on the
impact of various parameters on the selectivity. First we consider two Gaussian pumps with different widths, see
Fig. 2a. From the figure it is seen that a high selectivity is obtainable for a wide range of pump widths, but that it falls
off for large ratios of the pump widths. This is because the fiber length is fixed and the GF is ,,cut-off” by the step-
functions in the limit of large pump widths. Different pump shapes are also considered as a function of the strength
parameter γ̄ , see Fig. 2b. For all the shapes there are optimal strength parameters, which are almost identical.

In this article we considered the possibility of using FWM BS for temporal mode selectivity. We found that for a
variety of pump shapes and pump widths it was indeed possible to obtain a large selectivity factor.
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